A general framework dedicated to computational morphogenesis Part I - Constitutive equations.
In order to understand living organisms, considerable experimental efforts and resources have been devoted to correlate genes and their expressions with cell, tissue, organ and whole organisms' phenotypes. This data driven approach to knowledge discovery has led to many breakthrough in our understanding of healthy and diseased states, and is paving the way to improve the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. Complementary to this data-driven approach, computational models of biological systems based on first principles have been developed in order to deepen our understanding of the multi-scale dynamics that drives normal and pathological biological functions. In this paper we describe the biological, physical and mathematical concepts that led to the design of a Computational Morphogenesis (CM) platform baptized Generic Modeling and Simulating Platform (GMSP). Its role is to generate realistic 3D multi-scale biological tissues from virtual stem cells and the intended target applications include in virtuo studies of normal and abnormal tissue (re)generation as well as the development of complex diseases such as carcinogenesis. At all space-scales of interest, biological agents interact with each other via biochemical, bioelectrical, and mechanical fields that operate in concert during embryogenesis, growth and adult life. The spatio-temporal dependencies of these fields can be modeled by physics-based constitutive equations that we propose to examine in relation to the landmark biological events that occur during embryogenesis.